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1.) 
Giving birth to an infinite impetus - which might be 
best referred to as technology - was conducted by us. 
Starting from the Industrial Revolution, humankind 
initiated to make various machines to be served for 
an endless easiness and take a seat for a while to 
have some rest in busy everyday life. After adopting 
significant improvements in technology, there was no 
_________________________. Taking over places 
where humans had to be, machines were composed 
intricately and accurately rather than have had 
numerous problems. Having a much more 
sophisticated process of making products, processing 
much faster with almost no defects, and working for 
a much cheaper cost (or none at all) was what to be 
called the most breathtaking idea of utilizing 
machines - or technologies. As years pass by, starting 
with those who cannot live without cutting-edge 
technology, it started to show off those who are 
overwhelmed by scientific development to behave as 
passive agents of technology; therefore, it led to the 
problem of the inability to take a self-indulgent 
attitude. 

1) freedom to choose by their own purpose 
2) room to pass through massive industrial systems 
3) passive agent who only seeks for cutting-edge 

knowledge 
4) single person who gives attention to scientific 

development 
5) common goal for making another impetus at all 

2.) 
The versatile individual making unambiguous 
improvements to the overall ambiance in the 
workspace is still an ongoing idea for a few scholars 
which might be referred to as an obsolete way of 
thinking by others. Though commensurate employees 
playing single games might be significant to provide 
a successful profit-making system, a collective 
structure can vest collective wisdom in a general 
environment - they say. In modern cases, 
pseudonymization or being in an anonymous state in 
a company's online community space can induce a 
chaotic network since it can make individuals assert 
novel ideas that might produce incremental net profit 
somewhen. Escalating those incorrect assertions to 
exemplify in much general terms, it might be the 
problem of being educated in a group network for 
decades (in schools), putting one never by himself to 
be left out of the jungle. To remind, teachers calling 
students to settle problems given out as assignments 
have told us to make sure to have solutions in 
congregated form. In most cases, inducing disorder 
to lower efficiency was held. As well as the given 
example so is the company's environment.                                                  
__________________________. 

1) Ineffective factors are produced by individual 
network 
2) Rendering individual tactics to an overall structure 
is necessitated 
3)  Conducting profitable tasks is important above 
all. 
4) Mass psychology can produce wise answers above 
all 
5) Collective method should be crucial in decision-
making process 
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3.) 
The invention of a distant network was the first step 
in advocating for the right to communication for 
every participant living in innumerable countries. 
Perceiving the internet as a tool for communicating 
and finding essential data, the floods became a 
trepidation to each individual but not the size of a 
nation or social institutions. From the stance of social 
perspective, there were immense advantages to 
letting one monitor others' status quo by using 
advanced technologies such as social media and 
expecting how to treat others in the future. Not only 
belonging to discrete individuals or particular 
institutions but also working as a commonplace was 
what could be the pro-side of the worldwide web. 
Taking the example of individuals, however, though 
there might be a chance to talk -or chat- with distant 
people, even in other countries, it became possible to 
place themselves in a defective ethical state behind 
the property of the web spaces. Problems that had 
risen above the surface were especially that the 
internet was characterized by pseudonymization 
resulting to ______________________________ 
behind the barrier of nicknames and other covers. 
Compunction had no chance to be in each player; 
especially on the internet, while they had conducted 
offensive actions on others.  

1) induce higher chances to be morally flawed 
2) confuse others to make spin-off problems 
3) to be in an emotionally wounded state  
4) solve the problem of being mean to others 
5) discern true differences of individuals 

4.) 
Poverty is a slowly emerging consequence of a 
"practice," which refers to a social convention that 
the majority of individuals in society engage in. The 
spreading process may occur gradually and appear to 
have no instant effects, but it ultimately puts every 
stakeholder in a precarious state in the long run. The 
term "practice" is not only related to culture or social 
convention but also to economic circulation, which 
can go through a vicious cycle. This cycle is subject 
to currency and monetary businesses that take place 
worldwide every second, affecting everyone's assets 
and financial well-being. In the face of economic 
stagnation, governing bodies must act ______ and 
decisively to prevent the depletion of citizens' 
valuable resources. If a vicious economic cycle takes 
hold, control towers must take measures to mitigate 
the damage. The more flexible is far better, as 
prolonged inaction could result in dire consequences 
eventually leading to the congestion of worldwide 
currency. 

1) swiftly 
2) wisely 
3) slowly 
4) indecisively 
5) widely 
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5.) 
Although technological inventions have been 
considered an effective tool for approaching the 
integrated principle of the whole universe, 
paradoxically, they couldn't manage themselves to be 
much more effective; though the technologies have 
progressed, it was impossible to present much more 
complex notions as they would have had no 
similarity to humans' characteristics such as being 
able to store given information and apply them to 
somewhat identical situations with relatively simple 
methods. Until the previous modern days, it was 
clear that there exists an unambiguous partition 
between humans and technological inventions - such 
as computers - which turned out to be assumed 
wrong since the advent of highly developed Artificial 
Intelligence, or AI. Nowadays, AI is prevalent in 
every place where humans wanted their assistants to 
be; moreover, it is an era with _________________. 
Instantly accumulating data on each problem and 
following responses in a specific interaction, the data 
is considered a fundamental prerequisite for their 
intellectual development; therefore, the ever-lasting 
information-interacting situation evolves them to be 
in an unprecedentedly advanced level of searching 
for ways to develop themselves. It does no doubt to 
say that present society consists of convoluted 
engagement between humankind and digital 
creatures. 

1) critical factor leading to another division  
2) suitable condition to settle intricate ideas 
3) decisive stimulus to prolong successive 

innovation 
4) new factor to let humans envision more complex 

interactions 
5) accumulated resemblance thanks to intricate 

interplay 

6.) 
What if the doomsday is not left so far but only 
happens in 3 days? What if every particular object's 
properties are gone in a few days? These kinds of 
imaginative thinking might be a stimulus to drive 
individuals toward the ideal where every property 
and the lovers won't be gone with security reserved 
everywhere and stable economics persisting in the 
world; however, overall comprehension of reality 
might be the tool for pioneering the ideal world as 
well. The capacity to manage those two contrary 
subjects is what is known as a crucial point to 
handling the group's goal to let it "turns out to be 
true." In case individuals have one urgent situation to 
suffer from the fact that the negative way of thinking 
is the only what they can do in that some possible 
factors might cause them to feel depressed, 
individuals ought to know that the ideal is not so far 
from their imaginative thoughts and a practical way 
to reach the goal can be established from a relaxed 
point of view on the situation. Namely, an optimistic 
standpoint and tranquility would put us in 
______________. 

1) contentment 
2) intension 
3) indulgence 
4) stability 
5) persistency 
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7.) 
A marked contrast from past million years ago, 
humankind has developed to mesmerize others to 
make their statements have public validity. However, 
words cannot catch the advantages overall as it only 
describes factors with no chances to make others be 
part of their group at all -early humans would have 
said. What to be underlying is which can be pointed 
out as crowd psychology in case you have to make 
ordinaries advocate for your standings, or, a political 
position. In the case of early homo sapiens, they 
would not have been able to think of themselves as 
political creatures in and of themselves, acting as if 
they had no reason to persuade others. They wouldn't 
have been able to treat others as the dominant factor 
of their public standing, ultimately living on their 
own but just being in a group; however, in modern 
cases, it is quite contrary to the past as people are 
trying to contact to each other to get votes and 
advantages over others. An example of domino best 
illuminates modern cases. Modern humans have to 
push down the smallest scale domino (one individual 
to be persuaded) first and ultimately push down the 
biggest scale (most of them nodding to your words) 
at last, taking motion to have others follow my 
words. Our ability to ________________ became a 
crucial factor in overall success in modern days. 

1) make others active in conference 
2) let others have communication 
3) make others gather around 
4) form  public opinion 
5) sustain individual characteristic  

8.) 
These days, society is suffused with vertical 
structure. Redundant issues hanging on the current 
problems are aggravating the phenomenon which is 
forcing the lowest figure to conform to the 
compulsory policies since they have no option but to 
fit into the governmental suggestions. With few 
people asserting that there is no such problems as the 
societal boundary already got abolished, leading to 
the ignorance of the alarming status quo of the 
society got spread, inducing most of the people not to  
perceive the reality which implies that people are 
being ordered according to their status, authority, 
power, or efficacy on economics. To a range of 
extent, individuals playing as active agents in 
eliminating those vertical behaviors became crucial. 
As every individual is a critical participant in 
forming the societal perspective of others, each 
ind iv idua l has the burden of d i scern ing 
______________________ of all individuals to have 
those corrupted practices abolished. To a common 
extent, the prevalence of social hierarchism is a 
significant hindrance to the formation of a fair and 
reapable society, which leads people to feel that they 
have much more incentives and motivations to work, 
teach, direct, and etc. By working together for a 
move of level positioning, there is no doubt it would 
be the new impetus for developing the society once 
again. 

1) what to be taken as an intricate problem 
2) what to be seemingly eradicating common sense 
3) what to be rather considered calculative 
4) what to be deemed as intruding on the equalism 
5) what to be making individuals motivated  
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9.) 
Widespread scientific knowledge is a dominant 
viewpoint that occupies the highest place in our 
minds. While developments until now can be praised 
for significant raises in the quality of life, the 
problems from now on may be addressed in a 
misguided manner, leading the public to be ignorant 
and fall into a blindfolded state. These days, 
individuals have no idea about how innovation goes, 
not to mention that they are unconscious of the inner 
side of the developments. While it may have a 
profitable aspect to the developing process, it would 
also risk _____________________. Nowadays, 
technologies induce depletion, since they appear to 
drive toward the end of a developmental era. To stop 
the repetition that consumes resources to seek new 
inventions, individuals who have critical perspectives 
on societal issues, associated with scientific 
innovations, should help us develop prudently by 
manifesting our society's wrong views and 
reconsidering new facts, even if they seem unkind at 
first. 

1) consuming disposable products 
2) perpetuating the vicious cycle 
3) forming misunderstandings 
4) being unconscious to the development 
5) making unkind attitudes to others 

10.) 
Those who have no idea of how to manage 
themselves in order to handle the given problems that 
go far beyond their capacity would be likely to insist 
that _________ forms of communication might be 
the best method to address complex problems with a 
complicated causal relationship; furthermore, the 
reality is that they won't be able to address the 
intricate problem with adequate manner. Those 
people managing complex problems that induce to 
think all possible consequences might be confusing 
and likely to make the groups' capacity much less 
than each individual's sum of abilities as they would 
have problems as mentioned. In the case of having 
multifaceted problems, they should be able to think 
much more precisely than any other simple 
problems. In terms of the word 'precisely' should be 
able to address much more complicated subsequent 
results as it might appear to them to have 
accountability for what they had asserted, provoking 
them to have a much lesser possibility to claim for 
what they might consider as the resolution of the 
problem. The answer might be to have individuals 
work by themselves, to reduce the dilemma of 
problem-solving processes. 

1) congregated  
2) individual  
3) precisive  
4) isolated 
5) separated 
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11.) 
One's achievement is driven by a successful 
disconnection between the original view and the 
given situation. Without constant adoption of various 
aspects, we would likely be conservatives to put off 
considering adopting options. Individuals having a 
range of views would lead themselves to 
acknowledge and seek the status quo to have a wider 
vision. It is not to say that the achievements would 
not be the only impetus to lead them to have a wider 
perspective but to say that the achievement is 
resultant of a cooperative factor that might be in a 
mutual interaction between the range of views and 
one's flexible ____________ of the overall situation. 
In terms of being provided with instant resources to 
manage the problem, individuals would be able to 
perceive not only themselves but also the current 
situation in an objective view, in order to make room 
for having a higher chance of discovering the faulty 
factors which lead to having progression into a much 
greater extent. Not only by being provided resources 
but also due to the discrimination, they would have 
much higher possibilities to take what they sought. 

1) operations 
2) detachments 
3) acknowledgements 
4) managements 
5) reasoning 

12.) 
A definite ______ between academic achievements 
and local competence exists, as the accomplishments 
outside the educational experience would be assessed 
with competence based on practical experiences. Not 
to say that curriculum has no virtue from a general 
perspective, but to put the educational deeds as 
subordinate since it would have no direct relevance 
to the actual accessibility to achievement outside the 
previous domains. To the extent of education, various 
subjects would make confusing moments to let 
oneself choose what they sought but also to make 
himself skeptical for having innumerable works to do 
even before they had decided what to aspire for. Even 
not for the fact that it would put one to be frustrated, 
those subjects have little coherence to one's goal as 
those would have incompletion in and of themselves 
and unilateral ways of implantation. It would be ideal 
to have oneself achieve what one wanted through 
utilizing what one had learned, while one would 
likely state it as a matter that should be reconsidered 
after all, as one knows that academic perspective and 
experiences would not have remarkable effects. 

1) involvement 
2) continuity 
3) relatedness 
4) void 
5) subsequence 
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13.) 
With the issue of excessive use of smartphones, we, 
as humankind, faced problems of ________, which 
cannot be called simple problems, but matters of 
intricate complexity. It could be considered a 
byproduct of digital advancement, thanks to the 
scientific research and hard work of engineers, while 
the problem would be likely to be put as misuse by 
individuals. Not only the matter of abusing 
smartphones but also could be explained in terms of 
a network. Those active networks established in 
various fields have positive effects such as enabling 
individuals, or those institutions to have precise 
statistics, which can let the public have a much better 
resolution of their problems faced. But in case of 
misuse, innumerable amounts of properties got 
damaged, with distortion of the credibility of the 
institution. To a smaller extent, individuals might 
have overused to introduce countless diseases. It 
does no doubt to say that in terms of scientific, 
digital aspects, it caused dramatic effects to found a 
worldwide network; however, in case of narrower 
views, such illnesses and avoiding the institution to 
prevent oneself  from being the credulous one would 
rather cause themselves to have a gap between the 
government and themselves, eventually making 
publics to be in further distances with the advent of 
smartphones. 

1) diversification 
2) division 
3) intervention 
4) interference 
5) configuration 

14.) 
Inner thoughts, overall, are hindered by common 
knowledge, which is fashioned by the gathered single 
knowledge. To be an active player in the ongoing 
improvement of collective perspective, we should be 
aware that significant progression in liberal arts took 
place to induce the development of common sense. 
Common sense, which illustrates the average 
perception level of the public, has a far-reaching 
position in choosing what to do and how, etc. Thanks 
to the development of the liberal arts, people have 
become able to consider how to address themselves 
to pursue things that fit collective wisdom. It might 
be a question of what kind of correlation between 
collective wisdom and liberal arts exists; however, 
there is a definite relationship between them, as 
liberal arts form individuals' knowledge that 
eventually gathers around to make conventional 
wisdom. In the case of gathered senses becoming a 
common idea, while it would be efficient to unify 
innumerable opinions, it is unknown if it would 
manage the consciousness of each individual in 
precision. In order to be an active agent seeking the 
natural perspective in and of itself, it would be 
crucial to have a wide range of visions that puts the 
individuals to an end in itself regardless of the 
common ideas, etc. In conclusion, while common 
knowledge is decisive, it should ________________. 

1) not grow up to override individuals' perspectives 
2) ensure individuals to form collective wisdom 
3) be directly connected to the individual senses 
4) not engage with liberal arts 
5) be considered critical to the liberty 
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15.) 
In academic writing, it would be essential to have a 
formal tone, with plausible reasons to support the 
main idea. Starting with intriguing phrases, the writer 
develops the paragraph with coherent logic, in a 
consistent effort to keep the style equal. Not too 
convoluted, but a thought-provoking passage would 
be the best one likely to be praised by the readers. To 
manage writers themselves to make the words 
cohesive, they should try to point out their ideas 
without logical errors, while handing out sensible 
reasons and examples with clear voices. Readers 
would have an altered perspective on the given 
material as they would be influenced by the writer's 
ideas. It might lead to an issue since the readers 
would have no idea if the given definition of the 
material would be reasonable and makes sense with 
legitimate support. While there are various pieces 
with logical senses, there are also those that can 
possibly blind the readers since the writers are aware 
of the fact that the readers would be passive when 
they read the article they wrote. Above all, readers 
should have _______ views as there is always a 
chance for the pieces to make misunderstandings 
about the not only for materials but also the general 
view upon the real world. 

1) biased 
2) impartial 
3) prudent 
4) positive 
5) inflexible 

16.) 
Although having the power to manage time spent on 
impractical matters is a certain privilege for those 
present-day people living in a current society, not all 
people are using the most efficient attitude overall, 
which makes it easy to see that those who would 
rather suffer from the pit of hard work than have 
themselves in the comfortable spaces are likely to 
have the competence over congestions. Seemingly all 
people have equal time, while the time itself goes 
differently. Paradoxically, those who have so many 
things to do, or those who are in the lower level -in 
general- stand a chance to fashion methods to 
overcome the facing problems, such as being chased 
by what they should have already submitted but to 
solve the problem with efforts, while for those who 
have relatively sufficient time, or those who are in 
the higher level, are likely to say that they have 
higher chances to ____________________. Those 
who had already taken over the higher places than 
others have leisure only for the hindrance of success 
such as extravagances and gratifications. To the 
extent of self-management, it is time to be rated in 
the highest position above other factors to cultivate 
an impressive persona. No direct connection seems 
to be between time and having an impression on the 
public, while there is a disproportionate correlation 
between time and higher chances to manage oneself. 

1) avoid difficulties during congestions 
2) spend time for themselves 
3) play crucial roles in the specific time 
4) manage themselves to be impressive 
5) stay in the successful time 
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17.) 
In retrospect in the early stages of socialization, 
individuals were simply counting on others to go 
along with them since they had no idea about how 
the common framework works and the fact that 
common perceptual structure conduces to the greater 
unification. Needless to say, everyone goes through 
those early phases when they have a hard time 
getting over their obstinate refusal to embrace 
uneasiness. To regard others as an undeniably 
important factor when they have to judge how to 
behave toward others, in the commonly defined 
sensible manners, they must take their attitude 
widely open toward the plausible perspective -in 
terms of individuals. The group's paradigm contains 
widely applicable norms such as how to act when 
others approach, greet others in the first meeting, etc. 
It seemingly has a compulsory manner to make 
uniformity across society, while it also seems to 
present individuals to conform to the collective 
cognitive structure. From the perspective of 
individuals, they would not perceive what they are 
truly is since they are continuously influenced by the 
massive logic of the group. True nature, after 
undergoing the early stages, is considered a matter 
that is inherently __________ to define in and of 
itself. 

1) disrupted 
2) integrated 
3) tangled 
4) imposed 
5) connected 

18.) 
If the ones were likely to have a hard time 
interpreting the situation, the preconceived notions, 
or "stereotypes" are what provoke them to remind of 
various manners to address the case in case they 
perceive the lack of their grasp, operating in the 
process of ___________ the experiences and newly 
embraced knowledge. When individuals are 
demanded to stimulate their framework to engage 
with the materials, the cognitive structure takes the 
stimuli into the process of reconstitution since each 
people cannot define the materials in and of 
themselves as their views are already influenced by 
numerous experiences. Unique views of each people 
are fashioned in distinctive ways compared to each 
other since how the perceptual system that has 
something to do with shaping the given material, 
applies to the world and how it is defined by 
individuals differs. The given situation can be 
challenging for the participants to comprehend from 
a wide range of perspectives, eventually inducing 
them to utilize the existing paradigm in order to 
obtain general efficacy. In order to have the 
comprehensive skill to adjust to the situation, 
individuals should know how to integrate and mix 
the original knowledge and the newly accepted 
information. Undergoing the process of redefining 
the event, they stand a higher chance to approach the 
ultimate goal; prompt, yet precise. To get the right 
idea that goes along with the original perspective, the 
definition of the problem changes to fit the context of 
their norms.  

1) redefining 
2) perceiving 
3) accepting 
4) intertwining 
5) understanding 
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19.) 
A progressive policy with a collective framework 
that discounts minorities tends to induce breakup in 
society. Obsessed with the spread of prosperity, 
freedom has degenerated in the discriminating 
interaction of societal agreement. Collective wisdom 
targets most people to blend into the shared idea 
without respect for those assumed to have no crucial 
roles in the decision-making process. Participating in 
the process of addressing critical factors that directly 
influence the overall atmosphere of the group leads 
to the ultimate confusion about the vision in case of 
excluding non-dominant groups. The basis of the 
prevalent notion in the group stems from the need to 
integrate various opinions into common sense. With 
the development of measures to be conscious of what 
the ordinaries prioritize, the shared framework 
evolved to play a significant role in giving shape to 
general opinions. As the world heads toward the 
congestion of inner conflicts, the advancement of 
means to collect what citizenry makes voices for 
_____________________. 

1) demonstrates how hierarchism got formed 
2) induces new kind of problem 
3) illustrates how discord forms 
4) prevents division of groups 
5) reveals the paradox of integration 

20.) 
Dreams or goals are known to be effective, yet, it 
should not be ignored that it is _____________ since 
they are decisive factors in individuals' envisioning 
process. Hopes are fashioned through numerous 
experiences and an individual's subjective point of 
view; therefore, it is inevitable for the ideals to have 
distance from others. Others would have gone 
through different events, leading them to form a 
unique vision of their dreams, and slightly reluctant 
views upon others to make negative voices on the 
different dreams as the experiences they've 
undergone would not fit into those of others. Though 
the ideals and future hopes might have some similar 
connective aspects, it does no doubt to consider that 
each person should have formed distinctive 
perspectives. Others' judgment over one's idea is 
impartial as the basis for judgment forms in distance 
with every particular. To the extent of individuals, the 
dreams are ideal and unreal, unknown of their 
likelihood before it gets realized, at last. The gap 
between the present and the uncertain future would 
not allow each people to manage the possibility of 
being frustrated prudently. However, it is still crucial 
not to abandon dreams as it would be an impetus for 
stimulating oneself to accelerate for their dreams.  

1) pessimistic 
2) unbiased 
3) optimistic 
4) essential 
5) double-edged 
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